MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Science & Technology

SUBJECT: Support to Other Agencies

1. Technical Services Division's charter requires that it provide technical assistance to both CIA operations and other activities as may be directed by the Deputy Director for Operations.

2. Over the years the chief non-CIA recipients of this support have been the Department of Defense, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department of State, United States Postal Service, Secret Service, Agency for International Development, and the White House.

3. While varying widely among the different recipients, these services have included training and materials, and in a few instances participation in the fields of surveillance, communications, personal protection, alias documentation and questioned document examination, disguise, concealment devices, illicit narcotics detection, and counter-sabotage/terrorism.

4. In most instances requirements for this support are received by [TSD] through higher echelons (Office of the Director or Deputy Director for Operations). Unless the service involved is a trivial or continuing one, the request is referred to the for coordination and approval at the appropriate Agency levels. Approval within [TSD] by the or the Chief of TSD or his Deputy also is required.

5. The attachment lists the primary services provided to the organizations named in Paragraph two.
6. Issuance of forged personal identity documentation by TSDD controlled according to two broad criteria: type of requester and type of documentation requested. A request for denied area documentation from a DDO Area Division is honored after proper validation. Free world documentation may require some extra coordination however.

7. Unless ordered otherwise by higher Agency authority, no U.S. documentation is issued by TSD Headquarters without prior coordination with the

8. Provision of forged documentation to non-DDO requesters, whether they be CIA or other Agency requesters, always requires approval of non-TSD offices. Support to the military for instance would be validated by having responsibility for coordination of the operation. BNDD requests are coordinated with DDO/ Requests for documentation of Immigration and Naturalization Service is coordinated via the

9. Authentication items are issued on a loan basis and must be returned to TSD or accounted for. After any documentation has been issued, TSD retains photographs and records of such support until the documentation has been returned to TSD. If the material is not returned after a reasonable time, the requester is reminded of the outstanding documentation.
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Distribution:
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Chief
Technical Services Division
counterinsurgency and counter sabotage courses
have been furnished to all intelligence elements of the Department
of Defense and certain elements of the Special Forces. All requests
are coordinated with the
Headquarters and with the
In turn
these elements furnished TSD with exemplars of foreign identities
documents, foreign cachets, foreign intelligence secret writing
systems, foreign intelligence concealment devices. Selected
audio requirements have been furnished overseas for CI-type
cases.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

At the request of the FBI we cooperate with the Bureau
in a few audio surveillance operations against sensitive foreign
targets in the United States.

Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

cameras, audio and telephone devices for
overseas operations, identity documents,
and training of selected personnel
responsible for use thereof has been furnished this Bureau.

All requirements are sent to DDO/
for coordination
with area divisions and for action by TSD if appropriate.
Requests overseas are coordinated with
or his
designee before action by TSD is taken.

Immigration and Naturalization

CI analyses of foreign passports and visas, guidance in
developing tamperproof alien registration cards,

have been furnished the Service. Requests
are forwarded directly to TSD for coordination within TSD if
technical, with the
if oper-
Technical graphics guidance on developing a new United States Passport, analyses of foreign passports, car-aminozing and have been supplied the State Department. In addition analyses and exposure of black letter operations against the United States abroad are made. All graphics requirements are forwarded to TSD for further coordination within the Division. The Department of State furnishes exemplars of foreign passports, foreign visas and in the past passports on a priority basis.

Postal Service

The Office of Chief Postal Inspector has had selected personnel attend basic surveillance photographic courses, has been furnished foreign postal information and has been the recipient of letter bomb analyses, furnished typewriter analyses. Requirements are coordinated with the Post Office has furnished TSD with exemplars of letter bombs and

SECRET SERVICE

Gate passes, security passes, passes for Presidential campaign, emblems for Presidential vehicles; a secure ID photo system have been furnished this Service. Blanket-approval for graphics support has been granted to the Deputy Director for Operations. In each case TSD requests approval from the DDO.

U. S. Agency for International Development

We furnish instructors to a USAID-sponsored Technical Investigation Course (Counter Terror) at
Stationary, special memoranda, molds of the Great Seal have been furnished the Social Secretary. The Deputy Director for Operations is apprised of these requirements.

Police Representing Washington, Arlington, Fairfax and Alexandria

During the period 1968 - 1969 a series of classes reflecting basic and surveillance photography, basic audio, locks and picks, counter-sabotage and surreptitious entry were given to selected members from the above mentioned cities. Overall training was approved by the Director of Central Intelligence and in turn validation was required for each course from the Director of Security.
[TSD] has had a close working relationship with the FBI over the past few years. The FBI is the only organization that has been fully briefed on [TSD] audio techniques and equipment. The following are situations where [TSD] equipment and guidance were involved in operations:
In addition to printing of various passes and identification emblems, MDD has also supplied the Secret Service with some U.S. alias documentation.
MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief

ATTENTION: Executive Officer

SUBJECT: Contacts with Domestic Police Organizations

1. In December 1968, July 1969 and December 1970, provided basic countersabotage familiarization training for selected members of the Washington metropolitan area police departments. The training was given at the Fairfax County police pistol and rifle range. Authorization for the training came from DDP and Chief, Office of Security.

2. On occasion during the past few years, under the auspices of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Department of Justice and with the approval of CI Staff and Office of Security, provided training and familiarization to police officers of several domestic police departments in the uses of the Explosives Residue Detection Technique and Trace Metals Detection Technique. These techniques had been declassified and are currently available to the law enforcement community. The National Bomb Data Center publishes periodic guidance in their uses.

3. In order to augment the mission responsibilities in the field of countersabotage and counterterror, officers have in the past two years visited, under appropriate covers, the explosives disposal units of the New York City police department, Dade County (Miami) Florida Dept. and the Los Angeles Police Dept. Also, in March 1973, two officers attended the Explosives and Ordnance Disposal Conference in Sacramento, California, sponsored by LEAA. When the recent letter bomb menace began in September 1972, our liaison with the NYPD bomb squad paid off in that we had complete information on letter bomb construction in hours, enabling the Agency to make worldwide dissemination within a day.
The first segment of technical training by Training Branch was conducted during the period 7 October - 26 November 1968. The following schedule and subjects were used in the training of six members of the Metropolitan Police Department.

A. 7-18 October - Surreptitious Entry
Content of Subject taught:

1. Familiarization and identity of American locks.
3. Methods and techniques of conducting Surreptitious Entry Survey.

B. 21-29 October - Photo Surveillance
Content of Subject taught:

2. Lens, telephoto and wide angle.
3. Exposure Meter, Tripods; Bowum, etc.
4. Film, film processing and print processing.
7. TV Surveillance.

C. 18-23 November - Audio Surveillance
Content of Subject taught:

1. Microphones, wire impedances and line amplifiers.
2. RF commercial transmitter.
4. Telephone Taps. equipment which are available to government and law enforcement agencies.

5. Recorders (Amplex-601-2 Stereo, Revere T-204 Mono, Uher 4000L, all commercially obtainable).

6. [Blank]

D. 24-26 November - Operational Problem and Exercise

1. This problem entailed an operational exercise against three of our Safesites. The students had to survey, case and penetrate these locations using surreptitious entry, photography and audio surveillance.

2. All these safesites, two apartments in and one on have been turned back to Agency Real Estate and have since then been terminated. Formal class instruction was conducted at

II. After this first MPD group other police departments personnel trained using the identical safesites and employing the same subject matter and commercial equipment as indicated above were taught on the following dates. The Fairfax Police Department and Arlington Police Department. Date - 21 October - 10 December 1968. Six officers, 4 from APD and 2 from FPD.

III. In 1969 additional officers from the Metropolitan Police Department, Fairfax Police Department and Arlington Police Department received identical training as that stated above. In total 24 police officers were trained in our facilities.